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LARGE FORMAT PRINTING, PRICING, DESIGN, and HARDWARE 
 
Here’s a quick heads up if you’ve not done much with large format printing, or in case you're wondering 
about pricing differences among options and how we stack up against other companies.  
 
GENERAL:  
 
First, pricing isn’t “per panel”. It’s a combination of total materials needed, product yield, ink sq footage, 
printing time, routing time, hardware, design complexity, and account coordination. These all come 
together in various ways depending on a project's needs. Based on that collective info, we set a project’s 
costs.  
 
Second, unlike printing things like flyers and handouts, each panel in our displays features a unique 
image, so there’s a new file prep, set-up, and print needed each time. It’s not simply one image printed 
again and again, which is why there isn’t a quantity break like you get in other forms of printing where 
there’s simply one set-up that then runs 100s or 1000s of times.  
 
Size is a big factor, too, hand in hand with hardware. The bigger the panels and the dimensions of each 
panel can affect the yield we get per sheet of substrate. The more material, the higher material costs. The 
bigger size panels also need more hardware to hang them, so that increases your hardware costs as well.  
 
Shipping large format prints is… not cheap. Unfortunately, shipping companies charge a lot for freight 
shipments. Their costs fluctuate so much we do not even like to estimate other than a ballpark, and in 
most cases we will not bill for shipping until we receive it ourselves. We apologize for any inconvenience 
this causes, but we hate to overcharge clients and would rather pass along shipping costs exactly as they 
come to us.  
 
SOME THINGS THAT CAN LEAD TO PRICE BREAKS: 
 

1. If you order a larger enough project where the total amount of materials and hardware needed is 
high enough, we can get better materials price points and we will pass those along to you.  
 

2. If you have already done projects with us and the branding is established, we need less design 
time because we aren’t creating everything from scratch. That can lower the design time needed in 
the project and lend itself to a better price point.  
 

3. Bundle multiple projects together. This can increase your odds of better hardware and material 
costs, as well as reduce shipping since it all comes at once.  
 

 
DESIGN: 
 
A lot of companies tend to rely on a template-ish approach to their designs. They have a number of 
pre-established looks, filters, fonts, and templates that they’ll draw from to create your work. It’s an 
understandable approach to streamline the process and cut down on design time so they can remain 
competitive in a saturated market. Unfortunately, it can lead to your design looking rather simple and a 

 



 

lot like many other schools.  
 
We’re a small company with a different approach. Everything we do is fully custom, created from scratch, 
and designed entirely with you in mind. Because we don’t have the overhead costs many large companies 
do, we can be more selective in our projects and focus on maximizing your budget. We love to work with 
smaller schools so they can get the same treatment a large school does that has the resources to hire a 
design agency or major firm to brand an entire facility.  
 
We do, however, acknowledge that since we take a lot of time with our design plans, our costs does not 
put us as the cheapest around. We work hard to find a fair balance of time and cost, and stand by our 
designs being worth it.  
 
HARDWARE: 
 
We hate chintzy hardware. There are cheaper standoff options than we use. There are cheaper foam and 
mounting tape than we use. We understand that. We also have seen how poorly they perform, look, and 
feel.  We can’t, in good conscience, do projects as big as ours and spend as much time as we do giving you 
a great design, and then leave the finishing touches and stability to inferior hardware.  
 
That being said, we also know there are some even more expensive options than ours, but we feel our 
mounting hardware quality is phenomenal, and offers a great balance between price and craftsmanship. 
The standoffs look good and are very solid. The tape is rated far beyond its actual strength needs, and the 
foam is remarkably good looking and durable considering you will hopefully never see it after an install.  
 
This does mean, though, that each of these aspects does carry a cost which may factor in to why we may 
be above some competitors when gathering pricing.  But, again, we stand by our craftsmanship in all 
aspects of our projects, and want it to compliment our designs.  
 
Speaking of hardware, typically we use a 1" brushed aluminum standoff for mounting (though we can 
customize for various needs). We recommend one of two options if you are worried about balls hitting 
them. Flat mounting saves quite a bit of costs on hardware, but doesn't have the same aesthetic appeal for 
some people. The other option is to have foam pad braces added to the backs of the panels. In the years 
we’ve doing these, we've only had one panel broken, and it was a direct act of vandalism. They did not use 
flat mount or foam either, FYI.  


